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Summary
NEERE is an on-premises, web-based remote-working and collaboration environment, developed
and distributed by BETA CAE Systems. NEERE bears all the security features to ensure the safety
and confidentiality of communication.
BETA has deployed a NEERE instance on its own server to offer customer services such as,
technical support and training. The data security policies of BETA, along with the NEERE
features, ensure the data security and confidentiality of any web-session on this NEERE
instance.
Partners and IT specialists are invited to adopt NEERE as a trusted application within their
environment.

Introduction
NEERE is an on-premises, web-based tele-collaboration environment, tailor-made for the
engineering community. Combined with ANSA, META, and META VR, NEERE provides a
complete communication hub that makes sharing of knowledge and exchange of ideas
effortless.
Work-from-Home becomes efficient and teams of interdisciplinary members can now work
together in real-time technical meetings, fostering innovation and reducing virtual product
development cycles.
NEERE enables remote work and teamwork, and boosts productivity through the direct
engagement of users from all over the globe, in a secure, enterprise-ready, multi-OS webplatform.
This document aims to provide details and answer questions regarding NEERE security.

BETA CAE Systems software security
At BETA, security is always a top priority when designing and developing our products and
NEERE does not fall out of that rule.
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When a question of security arises, we always choose security over cost. To make sure that our
partners are confident that their data is safe when using NEERE in their daily routine, we have
deployed:
•

Our very own coding guidelines.

•

Automated penetration tests on each process separately.

•

Automated penetration tests on NEERE as a whole.

•

Dedicated QA team.

NEERE security
NEERE is an on-premises platform. This means that the NEERE server has the same security
level as the actual server/network where it is installed.
On an application level NEERE is secured on multiple levels:
•

Authorization on every action.

•

Machine-to-machine encryption.

•

Confidential data download restriction.

•

Different level of user access.

Authentication/authorization
Users are stored securely along with their privileges and with their passwords hashed. It is also
possible to federate identity management to existing infrastructure such as, LDAP or Active
Directory or use external identity providers using OpenID Connect and SAML 2.0 protocols, in
which case no user storage is needed.
Authentication uses a Single Sign-On (SSO) mechanism and can be configured from a simple
username-password pair, to two factor authentication or client certificates.
Authorization utilizes OAuth 2.0 Protocol which is the industry standard protocol for
authorization.
NEERE consists of multiple standalone processes. Each of these processes is responsible for
performing certain tasks. Every action performed by any user and any process in NEERE must
be authorized via a secure short lifespan access token (1 minute - configurable). This makes
sure that users can only access allowed resources and that no session can be highjacked. An
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administrator can add or remove permissions from any user with changes made effective
almost real-time.
Identity and access management is handled by Keycloak, a software aimed at securing modern
applications,

developed

by

Jboss,

a

division

of

RedHat.

For

further

details,

visit: https://www.keycloak.org/

Encryption
All interprocess network traffic is encrypted with TLSv1.2 or later and with AES256, AES128 and
EECDH+aRSA+SHA384 cyphers.
Traffic between server and clients is also encrypted.
HTTP traffic is secured with TLSv1.2 and later using the certificate provided by the administrator
during the installation as described above (TLSv1.2+ with AES256, AES128 and
EECDH+aRSA+SHA384).
WebRTC traffic (used for Audio/Video communication and View-Only screen sharing) is
encrypted with DTLS 1.0 when UDP is used, TLSv1.2+ when TCP is used.
Outgoing VNC traffic (used for Remote-Control screen sharing) is tunneled through an SSL
socket.
Signaling and Incoming VNC traffic is tunneled through secured websocket (WSS using the
same encryption as HTTPS traffic).
Additionally, when NEERE is installed on a private network, all data are transferred via the
company's own network only.

Confidential data
NEERE enables collaboration of BETA CAE applications in a simple and intuitive way. However,
launching ANSA and META via a web-browser, without the need of a local installation of these
applications, may raise security concerns: “will confidential models be accessible to anyone?”,
“can confidential data be downloaded locally?”, “can anybody delete an important file from the
server?”, “will the data per se be streamed over the network?”. The simple answer to all these
questions is: “no”.
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NEERE allows mapping of NEERE users to system users for the execution of remote
applications. This means, that each and every NEERE user can have different privileges on the
filesystem exactly as configured by the system administrator for the user mounting the drive.
So the filesystem ownership and permission are applied to NEERE users.
In Remote applications scenario all data stay on the server and cannot be downloaded.
The only traffic streamed from the server to the client is the image data from the virtual desktop
in which the Remote Application is running. This traffic is of course encrypted with TLS.
In Local applications collaboration, the actual file data are not transmitted. The only traffic
between CAE applications are the commands, so all ends of the collaboration scenario must
have access to the same file in order to collaborate. Of course, the commands streamed are
encrypted with TLS.
User passwords are hashed and not accessible by anybody. Deleted users are deleted
irrevocably, while guest user data become anonymized upon invitation’s expiry.

User roles
There are two different user types in NEERE:
•

Standard: can create rooms, can start remote applications, can view contacts.

•

Guest: cannot create rooms, cannot start remote applications, cannot view contacts.

The main idea is that standard users are certified and trusted by the company, so they can
manipulate server resources and invite guest users.
Guest users can still launch local applications and use NEERE for video/audio/text
conversations if their invitation to a room is still active.
Only the system administrator has access to the user management console.
Additionally, in every remote application or remote desktop scenario, the owner of the
application (the standard user who started it) determines who can operate the application and
who can just view without operating. If the owner leaves the session (e.g. their network failed),
then all other users are converted to viewers and they cannot operate the application any more.
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NEERE for BETA’s services
BETA deployed a NEERE instance on the public internet at https://neere-public.beta-cae.com.
This NEERE instance, as a service, is intended to be used between BETA employees and partner
companies as a means of secure communication for services such as meetings, remote training
sessions, webinars and technical support.
A partner user must be invited by a BETA CAE Systems employee to have access to a service
session. The only data required is a valid email address from the partner’s corporate email
domain.
The service is hosted in a server at the BETA CAE Systems HQ Datacenter, and is protected by
the corporate firewall.
Physical access to the server is allowed only to authorized, properly identified and certified IT
staff, while terminal and superuser access is only allowed from within BETA CAE Systems
internal network.

Conclusion
NEERE covers many remote working and collaboration scenarios without sacrificing security for
ease-of-use.
In BETA CAE Systems we continuously strive to deliver a stable, secure and hassle-free product
using only well-established, state-of-the-art techniques.
Partners and IT specialists are invited to adopt NEERE as a trusted application within their
environment.
For further questions, contact: ansa@beta-cae.com.
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